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               I am interested in the study of everyday life, as it encompasses a wide range of human 

activity, the banal, the ordinary, the infra-ordinary, the common and the daily mundane routine. 

It is a subject so vast and an idea so lucid that one really has to unveil the complexity to 

understand what every day really means. Every day is in a fleeting joyous moment as well as in a 

dreadfully long minute, but how are we to take these moments into isolation to study and speak 

of these common things, track them down, give them voice, value and words to say what is really 

comprises of?! It is indeed a phenomenon much more complex with its transformative potential 

and intangible nature. “For some the idea of everyday might construct ‘a vaguely ethnographic 

aesthetic’, for others it could be an act of simply stating, ‘here is value” (Johnstone, 2008). 

Everyday holds the same complexity in Art and unfolds different dimensions in art works, this 

whole idea of encompassing everyday into art intrigues me. This study aims to construct 

accounts of how artists work with this multi-layered subject matter, particularly focusing on  
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every day in the works of the late American artist Edward Hopper in comparison with the 

contemporary Pakistani artist Salman Toor.  

               Edward Hopper and Salman Toor are divided by space and time yet their artistic 

interests and themes overlap on the subject matter of everyday life of ordinary people. Hopper 

and Toor both seem to have an oeuvre that is in stark contrast with one another if studied 

holistically. I understand the social context Hopper built through his paintings. Hopper’s images 

seem to capture an America of the 20th century which was primarily the time when America was 

considered or perhaps sold if more aptly put, as the land of opportunities. The American dream 

was the set of ideals in which freedom included the opportunity for prosperity and success. 

Hopper looked at this time from a different lens, and carefully scrutinized imagery of his 

paintings that dealt with the ‘reality’ behind these tag lines. Hopper's paintings are easily 

recognizable in which isolation, subordination and alienation are oft-recurring tropes. His 

concerns mainly deal with the fact that modernity tends to throw masses of people into carefully 

constructed urban lifestyles that are totally cut off from the gregariousness that was once the 

norm. Though termed a realist, Hopper is more of a Symbolist who invests in ideation of 

objective appearance of everyday with a rather melancholic subjectivity. Whereas Toor has 

drawn a portrait of everyday life in transformation, the invention of friendship, the development 

of the vigilance of his figures, and low standards of domesticity and interaction between 

household members with remarkable sensitivity, Toor does not believe in a Realist approach to 

art, his works hold a whimsy and a heaviness. He deals with the issue of class with a deft and 

light touch. However in his later works, he incorporated himself and seeks to offer and intimate 

view and experience of a recognized queer boy of color living in the US and South Asia. When  
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asked what role does culture play in your work he replied," I see myself as a traveler wandering 

between boundaries and working with the fruitful dissonance, understanding and confusion that 

comes with leaving my community of origin. The culture of that community is at crossroads, 

with a shifting sense of belonging and an intense debate about its identity. There is a physical 

and intellectual war between the monolithic idea of religion and a flexible humanistic one. Those 

issues are a part of my work.” In all of the works of Hopper and Toor, currency and nostalgia, 

belonging and alienation coexist: And this paradoxical quality is something that captivates the 

viewers into a frenzy. 

             My intentions are to examine Hopper and Toor within these frames, to see how similar 

and different their painting ethos was, and to discover the ways in which they make ordinary 

moments seem extraordinary. The western style of painting adds up to the similarities between 

Hopper and Toor’s work, as Toor tends to paint most of his male and female figures in western 

clothes and style. In Toor's paintings the figures are usually surrounded with music, food, wine 

showing deep thought of how these treasures enrich the quality of our lives yet make us hollow 

from the inside as we become all the more ignorant towards the plight of the lower social 

economic class. Moreover, this is evident in the school girl painting which is indicative of the 

repressive forces that women have to deal with, with regard to their mobility in the urban space. 

It also translates into the level of restraint that women feel in public spheres. Later this idea is 

seen translated to queer people and how they are made to feel in public spheres. The conceptual 

framework of his painting is accentuated by the monochrome elements in his series which 

decidedly add to its morbidity. “Toor’s subjects range from the allegorical reiteration of 

commercial imagery, Art history to autobiographical constructs” (Canvas Gallery). Toor always  
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had a deep analytical approach towards everyday life of ordinary people, and gradually 

developed a strong interest in genre paintings, because of the familiar and frequent subject matter 

Toor found it to be popular with middle class audiences, who he thoughtfully portrayed in his 

painting series "The Happy Servant". This was followed by another series of works “Close 

Quarters" in exhibited in Lahore in October, 2014. Toor in his earlier works mainly concerned 

himself with the body language of gait, posture, facial expressions and with the social gradations 

expressed by the shadings between lower class workers and upper class citizens, with the 

economic and moral statements made by the conditions of workers and with the fierce 

antagonisms between the poor hardworking labor and the masters of the households, whereas the 

perspective taken in Hopper's paintings is incorrigibly historical, where ordinary people were 

literate but oblivious to the surroundings just the same. It is interesting to note how often a sense 

of helplessness and disconnection of human figures from both arduousness and narrative 

implications of labor occurs in both Hopper and Toors representations of work. For example, in 

Toor's series of “The Happy Servant”, “Driver and Maid”, “Rickshaw Driver's Dream”, “The 

Happy Sweeper”, etc. and in one of Hoppers most famous paintings, the “Nighthawks”, where 

four customers and waiters can be seen in a brightly lit dinner at night. It was a piece created 

during wartime and many believe that their disconnection with the waiter and with the external 

world represent the feelings of many Americans during that time period, because of their 

oblivion towards the war. Hopper used himself as a model for both the seated men in 

Nighthawks, and he modeled the woman, as he did almost all of his female characters, on his 

wife. Also in Hopper's paintings like the Office at night, Room in New York, Morning Sun, 

Automat etc.   
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                  This being called the ordinary life of ordinary people, however interestingly and quite 

ironically, is in reality the extraordinary in the ordinary that both of these artists are looking at, as 

ordinary life is a premeditative thing. Hopper and Toor collectively make the entire concept of 

mundane, ordinary everyday life all the more interesting by making it both contemplative and 

meditative. This affects us internally, through our thoughts and emotions, as well as externally 

through the creation of objects and images that can serve as an inspiration or healing. Hopper’s 

and Toor’s work without a doubt, subconsciously or consciously leave a great impact on the 

viewer as the undertone of their paintings is always directing towards a stark truth, hidden 

reality, unknown darkness and hollowness of a person’s soul in relation to the society, religion, 

morals and ethics. It’s safe to say that the art practice of both Hopper and Toor direct us towards 

social realism, which was a trend in American art that originated in about 1930 and became a 

vessel for many to have a narrow sense to painting that furthered the notion and themes of social 

protest in a naturalistic and quasi-expressionist manner. In a broader framework, the term 

included a more general rendering of American life, which may manifest socially critical 

comment. Both the artists seem to be influenced by social realism, as they are often seen painting 

the more commonplace, gritty and unglamorous city life along with other complex notions that 

they tackle with in their respective practices.  

               Analyzing and probing further into the works of both Hopper and Toor one realizes 

how both of them tend to capture everyday life in a very peculiar and uncanny manner, the 

formation of alienated characters isolated and cut off from the outer world are very telling of 

who the two artists were in real life also. Toor’s paintings present a series of works comprising  
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of servants "smiling" which is used as an imagery of mockery by Toor, as the background of 

many of these paintings are crowded with the masters of the household engaged in their posh 

parties, dancing, drinking which also depicts the strong Western culture’s influence on Pakistanis 

today. His paintings tend to explore the negligence on the part of the upper class of Pakistanis 

towards the lower rungs of the social ladder. His works satirizes the overlapping of Upstairs and 

Downstairs; the relationships between class and pleasure are scrutinized. These paintings 

concentrate on the oblivious and the nonchalant attitude of the masters towards their servants. 

Toor positions the servant mostly at the center of his work and uses the partygoers or the 

recipients of service as elements of the background. Creating oftentimes, almost a tableau that 

focuses on the quiet detachment of the servant within an environment of excess, luxury and 

mirth.  Furthermore, these paintings are a testament to Toor's incredible skill, and are the result 

of his complicated relationship with Western Art History. However often times he constructs 

everything entirely from memory, therefore making the characters look almost like a caricature 

but are shown making space in the Western world which is quite heroic in a way but still 

unsettled. “In the past, my paintings were more about life in South Asia, the anxiety around class 

and caste,” says Salman Toor, and when asked about capturing the "ordinary" theme in Pakistan, 

that is servants and their masters, where he got his inspiration from, he replied," In a bourgeois 

society, the working classes are the most visible. If I had to tell a figurative painter where to go 

observe people, to sketch them, I would tell him to go to the leafy roundabouts of Lahore, or a 

food street in the old city, or in a little farm off the initial stretches of a motorway or outside the 

“MashAllah” (God Bless) houses in Defence." However later in his practice, he seeks to offer an 

intimate view into the lives of queer, brown men living in the US and South Asia, he further says  
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that he’s interested in showing brown bodies in settings they are not traditionally shown in, 

bourgeois and bohemian settings, comfortable and secure. Toor’s art practice also resonates with 

Nicole Eisenman’s practice, who melds everyday contemporary life with art history in her 

uncanny figurative works that question power dynamics and hierarchies, and to Chitra Ganesh, 

whose works are a testament to those alternative narrative that are left out of history and further 

explores representations of femininity, sexuality and power. Toor’s paintings address the idea of 

“being anywhere, or being nowhere”, said Whitney Curator Christopher Y. Lew. Toor creates 

figures who are “moving from one country to another, across borders, presented in space that has 

no grounding,” Lew added. Toor weaves elements from both Pakistani and American culture 

into his depictions of intricate scenarios and intimate encounters subtlety capturing the societal 

oppression, having a rather cinematic effect on his paintings where sometimes characters are 

caught between crucial moments, almost like a film still. Studying his practice, Toor’s paintings 

consider vulnerability within contemporary public and private life and tackles with the notion of 

community in the context of queer, diasporic identity. Toor’s characters are often seen in 

unhomed diaspora, “the borders between home and world become confused; and uncannily, the 

private and public becomes a part of each other, forcing upon us a vision that is as decided as it 

is disorienting.” (Bhabha 1994).  Salman Toor indeed seems to channel romantic notions of 

urban living—of being alone in a crowd, one of many.  

             On the other hand Hopper’s paintings are consumed by a certain stillness as shown in 

many paintings and in the house painting for instance, the women are not engaging in 

conversation which is also representative of the self-absorbed modern day individuals. The 

generational gap between the women is starkly captured, as he shows how the older woman has  
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developed interiority and introspection by reading and reflecting while the young woman is 

engulfed by notions of modernity. Her expression of individuality and freedom is represented by 

her choice of clothes. Nevertheless, it also alludes to her subjection to consumerist values 

propagated by capitalism. The architectural elements of the house are suggestive of the 

Mechanical ability of the modern era. The linear elements of the house are in contrast with the 

serenity of the natural landscape which alludes to the coexistence of nature and modernity. 

Furthermore, the sailboat painting is an extension of the notion of alienation as the four 

individuals seem to be leading disconnected lives, their blank expressions convey a lack of 

interest in nature and in each other. They seem unwholesomely gloomy and their mental state is 

suggestive of deep thought processes and collective aloofness from their surroundings. Also, his 

theme of still and serene environment runs into this painting as well, which shows that serenity is 

a feature of the natural seascape while the stillness in the painting alludes to the anxieties of the 

human world. Like Brian O'Doherty suggested, "the alienation that viewers feel in Hopper’s 

pictures is not the simple alienation of human beings from each other, but of individuals from 

themselves, then his characteristic images of women in interiors embody that distinctive 

perception in its most distiller and quaint essential form, in works like Eleven A.M of 1926, 

Morning Sun of 1952, City sunlight of 1954, or a woman in the sun of 1956."(O’Doherty 1962). 

Thomas Hart Benton, Grant Wood, John Steuart Curry, along with Edward Hopper and other 

Regionalist painter all dealt with everyday life in their works but rather in a romanticized way 

that was basically incompatible with explicit social protest or criticism. Willem de Kooning 

praised Hopper’s work in an interview in 1959, where he mentioned “Cape Cod Morning” 

(1950), in which a woman is shown from the side leaning forward at a bay window and staring  
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into nothingness or beyond the picture’s right edge, “The forest looks real, like a forest, like you 

turn on it and there it is, like you turn and actually see it. That’s on the mark with Hopper: 

thereness that becomes hereness, in a viewer’s eye and mind,” (De Kooning, 1959). Hopper 

often times produces the unease even in unpeopled landscapes, streets and buildings, as if 

catching nature and habitation defenseless and exposed in disarray, mundanity or squalor. 

                 It can be objectively concluded that in spite of having very diverse practices, Salman 

Toor and Edward Hopper somewhat share the same outlook towards the world that seems like a 

happy place but reflects otherwise, and that is something that they both tend to emancipate 

through their paintings. It is rather interesting to note how the works of these two artists hold a 

certain amount of relevance in today’s time in the light of current events and allow the viewers to 

not only feel the way their characters felt but also experience the isolation that is so deeply 

embedded in their works. With the deserted cityscapes and isolated figures, Hopper captured the 

loneliness alienation of modern life, but the pandemic has given his work a terrifying new 

significance, and Salman Toor’s ongoing exhibition at Aicon Gallery in Manhatten, he 

challenges the systemic exclusion of queer men of color from art history, these paintings of queer 

bohemian gatherings are also particularly poignant in our socially distanced time. Therefore it is 

safe to say that even though Hopper and Toor are divided by space and time but their concern of 

capturing the extraordinary in the ordinary everyday overlaps. This very concern is portrayed 

differently but the root cause is yet again similar since both attempt to unveil the reality that they 

feel remains silently undercover. Not any more though.  
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